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Abstract: In this paper the proof complexities of some classes of quasi-hard determinable (

 

nTsgf ) and hard 

determinable ( nψ ) formulas are investigated in some refutation propositional systems. It is proved that 1) the 

number of proof steps of nTsgf  in )(linR  (Resolution over linear equations) and +'GCNF permutation (cut-

free Gentzen type with permutation) systems are bounded by p( nTsgf2log ) for some polynomial p(), 2) the 

formulas nψ  require exponential size proofs in +'GCNF permutation. 

It is also shown that Frege systems polynomially simulate +'GCNF permutation and any Frege system has 

exponential speed-up over the +'GCNF permutation. 
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Introduction 

The interest in the complexity of propositional proofs has arisen, in particular, from two fields connected with 
computers: automated theorem proving and computational complexity theory, the most famous open problems of 

which is the NPP =  problem. 

In 1979 Cook and Reckhow studied the relationship between the lengths of propositional proofs and 

computational complexity, and observed that NPcoNP −=  iff there exists a propositional system in which 

proofs are all polynomially bounded [Cook, Reckhow, 1979]. 

Cut-free sequent and resolution systems are the most frequently used proof systems for automated theorem 
proving, but they are “weak” systems. There are some formulas which require exponential proof complexities in 
these systems. 

                                                           

 
1 Supported by grant 11-1b023 of Government of The Republic of Armenia 
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Due to the popularity of these systems it is natural to consider some of their extensions. Resolution over linear 

equations ( )(linR ) [Raz, Tzameret, 2008] and cut-free Gentzen type calculus with permutation ( +'GCNF

permutation) [Arai, 1996] can be considered as such extensions. These systems are stronger than the original 
systems. 

In this paper we investigate the proof complexities of some classes of propositional formulas in )(linR  and 

+'GCNF permutation. In [Abajyan, 2011] and [Aleksanyan, Chubaryan, 2009] the notions of quasi-hard 

determinable and hard determinable formulas are introduced and proof complexities of such formulas are 
investigated in some propositional systems. In particular, it was proved that the complexities of some class of 

quasi-hard determinable formulas nTsgf  in Split Tree (Analytic Tableaux) and resolution systems are by order p(

nTsgf ) for some polynomial p() [Abajyan, 2011] and in [Aleksanyan, Chubaryan, 2009] it was proved that 

complexities of some class of hard determinable formulas nψ  are polynomially bounded in Frege systems. 

Now we show that the minimal steps of nTsgf  proofs in )(linR  and in +'GCNF permutation are bounded by 

p( nTsgf2log ) for some polynomial p() and the formulas nψ  require exponential size proofs in +'GCNF

permutation. We also show that any Frege system −p simulates +'GCNF permutation and has exponential 

speed-up over the last one. 

Note that )(linR  and +'GCNF permutation are refutation systems, that is, these systems intend to prove the 

unsatisfiability of formulas (negations of tautologies), therefore sometimes we shall speak about refutations and 
proofs interchangeably. 

 

2.   Main notions and notations 

2.1   Hard determinable and quasi-hard determinable formulas 

To prove our main results, we recall some notions and notations. We will use the current concept of the unit 

Boolean cube ( nE ), a propositional formula, a tautology, a proof system for Classical Propositional Logic (CPL) 
and proof complexity. 

By ϕ  we denote the size of a formula ϕ , defined as the number of all variable entries. It is obvious that the full 

length of a formula, which is understood to be the number of all symbols and the number of all entries of logical 

signs, is bounded by some linear function in ϕ . 

A tautology ϕ  is called minimal if ϕ  is not an instance of a shorter tautology. 

Following the usual terminology we call the variables and negated variables literals. The conjunct K  can be 
simply represented as a set of literals (no conjunct contains a variable and its negation at the same time). 
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In [Aleksanyan, Chubaryan, 2009] the following notions were introduced. 

We call a replacement-rule each of the following trivial identities for a propositional formula ϕ . 

,0&0 =ψ  ,00& =ψ  ,&1 ψψ =  ,1& ψψ =  ,& ψψψ =  ,0& =ψψ  ,0& =ψψ  

,0 ψψ =∨  ,0 ψψ =∨  ,11 =∨ψ  ,11=∨ψ  ,ψψψ =∨  ,1=∨ψψ  ,1=∨ψψ  

,10 =⊃ψ  ,0 ψψ =⊃  ,1 ψψ =⊃  ,11=⊃ψ  ,1=⊃ψψ  ,ψψψ =⊃  ,ψψψ =⊃  

,10 =  01= , :ψψ =  

Application of a replacement-rule to some word consists of replacing some of its subwords, having the form of the 
left-hand side of one of the above identities by the corresponding right-hand side. 

Let ϕ  be a propositional formula, },,{ 1 nxxX =  be the set of all variables of ϕ  and },,{
1

'
mii xxX =  

( )nm ≤≤1  be some subset of X . 

Definition 1. Given { } m
m E∈= σσσ ,...,1 , the conjunct { }m

miii xxxK σσσσ ,...,, 2

2

1

1
=  is called ϕ -

determinative if assigning jσ  ( )mj ≤≤1  to each 
jix  and successively using replacement-rules we obtain the 

value of ϕ  (0 or 1) independently of the values of the remaining variables. 

Definition 2. We call the minimal possible number of variables in a ϕ -determinative conjunct the determinative 

size of ϕ  and denote it by ( )ϕd . 

Obviously, ( ) ϕϕ <d  for every formula ϕ , and the smaller is the difference between these quantities, the 

“harder” can be considered the formula under study. 

Definition 3. Let nϕ  ( )1≥n  be a sequence of minimal tautologies. If for some 0n , 0nn ≥∀ , 

( ) ( )1+< nn dd ϕϕ  then the formulas ,..., 2,1 000 ++ nnn ϕϕϕ  are called quasi-hard determinable. 

Definition 4. Let nϕ  ( )1≥n  be a sequence of minimal tautologies. If for some 0n  there is a constant c  such 

that 0nn ≥∀ , ( )( ) ( )( ) 1+<≤ c
nn

c
n dd ϕϕϕ  then the formulas ,..., 2,1 000 ++ nnn ϕϕϕ  are called hard 

determinable. 

Example 1. For the well-known tautologies 

( )kjijnjnkiij

n

j

n

in xxxPHP &&
1111

1

1 ≤≤+≤<≤=

+

=
∨∨⊃∨=                     ( )1≥n  

presenting the Pigeonhole Principle, the determinative conjunct is, in particular, },{ 2111 xx , therefore 

( ) 2=nPHPd  for all 1≥n , hence, nPHP  is neither quasi-hard determinable nor hard determinable. 
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Example 2. The following tautologies are considered in [Aleksanyan, Chubaryan, 2009]. 

( )
i

n
n

ij

n

i

m

jEmn xTTM σ

σσ 11,,, &
1 ==∈

∨∨=


, ( )121,1 −≤≤≥ nmn . 

From the structure of mnTTM ,  it follows obviously that every mnTTM , -determinative conjunct contains at least 

m  literals. Let 
12, −

= nnn TTMψ  for all 1≥n . Then the formulas ,,, 543 ψψψ  are hard determinable 

[Aleksanyan, Chubaryan, 2009]. 

The sequence of quasi-hard tautologies can be considered on the base of graphs. 

Let us recall the definition of Tseitin graph formulas [Tseitin, 1968]. Let G  be a connected and finite graph with 

no loops and assume distinct literals are attached to its edges. 

Definition 5. Graph is called marked if each vertex is marked by 0 or 1 and one assigned literal is chosen for 
each edge. 

Let nxx ,,1   be distinct literals, }1,0{∈ε . ε],,[ 1 nxx   denotes a set of disjunctions that consists of literals 

nxx ,,1   and satisfy the following conditions 

1. For each i  ( )ni ≤≤1  either ix  or ix  belongs to the disjunction. 

2. If ε  is odd, then the number of negated literals is even and if ε  is even, the number 

    of negated literals is odd. 

Let G  be a marked graph. Let us construct the set of ε],,[ 1 nxx   disjunctions for each vertex where ε  is the 

value assigned to the given vertex and nxx ,,1   are variables assigned to the incident edges. The set of 

disjunctions constructed for all vertices of graph G  is denoted by )(Gα  and the sum of values assigned to 

vertices of the graph by modulo 2 is denoted by ( )Gσ . In [Tseitin, 1968] it is proved that )(Gα  is unsatisfiable 

iff ( ) 1=Gσ . 

It is obvious that if Tseitin graph formulas are constructed on the base of graphs, minimal degree of which is of 
the same order as the number of vertices, then such formulas are quasi-hard determinable but not hard 
determinable. 

2.2   Proof complexity, polynomial simulation 

In the theory of proof complexity the two main characteristics of the proof are: −t complexity, defined as the 

number of proof steps, and −l  complexity, defined as total number of proof symbols. Let Φ  be a proof system 

and ϕ  be a tautology. We denote by Φ
ϕt  ( Φ

ϕl ) the minimal possible value of −t complexity ( −l complexity) for 

all the proofs of tautologyϕ  in Φ . 
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Let 1Φ  and 2Φ  be two different proof systems. Following [Cook, Reckhow, 1979] we recall 

Definition 6. 2Φ  −− tp simulates ( −− lp simulates) 1Φ  if there exists a polynomial ()p  such that for 

every formula ϕ  derivable both in 1Φ  and in 2Φ   )( 12 ΦΦ ≤ ϕϕ tpt  ( )( 12 ΦΦ ≤ ϕϕ lpl ). 

Definition 7. The systems 1Φ  and 2Φ  are −− tp equivalent ( −− lp equivalent) iff 1Φ  −− tp simulates (

−− lp simulates) 2Φ  and 2Φ  −− tp simulates ( −− lp simulates) 1Φ . 

Definition 8. The system 2Φ  has exponential −t speed-up ( −l speed-up) over the system 1Φ if there exists a 

polynomial ()p  and a sequence of such formulas nϕ  , provable both in 1Φ  and in 2Φ , that ( )2
1 2

Φ

>Φ n

n

tpt ϕ
ϕ  (

( )2
1 2

Φ

>Φ n

n

lpl ϕ
ϕ ). 

 

3.   Main systems 

Let us recall the definitions of some proof systems of CPL which are not well-known. 

3.1   Resolution over linear equations 
Let us describe ( )linR  system following [Raz, Tzameret, 2008]. ( )linR  is an extension of well-known 

resolution which operates with disjunction of linear equations with integer coefficients. A disjunction of linear 
equations is of the following form 

( ) ( ))(
0

)(
1

)(
1

)1(
0

)1(
1

)1(
1 ......... t

n
t

n
t

nn axaxaaxaxa =++∨∨=++  

where 0≥t  and the coefficients )( j
ia  are integers (for all ni ≤≤0  tj ≤≤1 ). We discard duplicate linear 

equations from a disjunction of linear equations. Any CNF  formula can be translated into a collection of 

disjunctions of linear equations directly: every clause jJjiIi
xx ¬∨∨∨

∈∈
 (where I  and J  are sets of indices of 

variables) involved in the CNF  is translated into the disjunction ( ) ( )01 =∨∨=∨
∈∈ jJjiIi

xx . For a clause D  we 

denote by D~  its translation into a disjunction of linear equations. It is easy to verify that any Boolean assignment 

of the variables nxx ,,1   satisfies a clause D  iff it satisfies D~ . 

As we wish to deal with Boolean values, we augment the system with axioms, called Boolean axioms: 

( ) ( )10 =∨= ii xx  for all [ ]ni∈ . 

Axioms are not fixed: for any formula ϕ  we obtain ϕ¬ , then we obtain ( )linR  translation of CNF  of ϕ¬ . 

We also add Boolean axioms for each variable. 

Definition 9 ( )( )linR . Let },...,{ 1 mKKK =  be a collection of disjunctions of linear equations. An ( )linR -
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proof from K  of a disjunction of linear equations D  is a finite sequence ( )lDD ,...,1=π , of disjunctions of 

linear equations such that DDl =  and for every [ ]li∈ , either ji KD =  for some [ ]mj∈ , or iD  is a 

Boolean axiom ( ) ( )10 =∨= hh xx  for some [ ]nh∈ , or iD  was deduced by one of the following ( )linR -

inference rules, using kj DD ,  for some ikj <, . 

Resolution. Let BA,  be two disjunctions of linear equations (possibly the empty disjunctions) and let 21, LL  

be two linear equations. From 1LA∨  and 2LB∨  it is derived ( )21 LLBA +∨∨  or ( )21 LLBA −∨∨ . 

Weakening. From a disjunction of linear equations A  derive LA∨ , where L  is an arbitrary linear equation 

over X . 

Simplification. From ( )kA =∨ 0  derive A , where A  is a disjunction of linear equations and ( )0≠k . 

An ( )linR  refutation of a collection of disjunctions of linear equations K  is a proof of the empty disjunction from 

K . Raz and Tzameret showed that ( )linR  is a sound and complete Cook-Reckhow refutation system for 

unsatisfiable CNF  formulas (translated into unsatisfiable collection of disjunctions of linear equations). 

3.2    GCNF '  system 
Let us describe 'GCNF  system following [Arai, 1996]. 'GCNF  is a variant of cut-free Gentzen system 

introduced by Gallier. It is also a refuting system. Here a clause is a set of literals, separated by commas. For 

example, { }321 ,, ppp  means 321 ppp ∨∨ . A cedent is a finite set of clauses, expressed as a sequence of 

clauses punctuated by commas. The meaning of a cedent is the conjunction of the clauses in the cedent. For 

example, nCCC ,,, 21   means nCCC &&& 21  . We use capital Greek letters Π∆Γ ,,  for cedents. The 

semantics of cedents implies that a cedent nCC ,,1   is false iff the formula ⊃⊥nCC &&1   is valid. 

The axioms are of the following form pp, . And there are two inference rules 

Structural: 
∆Γ
Γ
,

. 

Logical (Log): ( )l
lClC

lCC
k

k

,,,
,,,

1

1





Π∪Γ
ΠΓ , where l  is an arbitrary literal, which is called auxiliary literal of this 

inference rule. 

'GCNF  is a sound and complete system [Arai, 1996]. 

3.3  GCNF ' + permutation system 
+'GCNF permutation system is based on 'GCNF  with one more inference rule [Arai, 1996]. 
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Permutation (Perm): π
ππ ))(,),((

),,(

1

1

m

m

pp
pp





Γ
Γ , where π  is a permutation on { }mpp ,,1   and 

))(,),(( 1 mpp ππ Γ  is the result of replacing every occurrence of ip , mi ≤≤1  in ),,( 1 mpp Γ  by 

)( ipπ . 

 

4.   Main results 

Let us denote by nTsgf  ( )2≥n  the Tseitin graph formulas which are constructed on the base of complete n -

vertices graph, only one of vertices of which is marked with 1. 

Theorem 1: 

1. |)|(log2
)()(

n
linR

Tsgf
linR

Tsgf Tsgfplt
nn
≤≤  for some polynomial ()p . 

2. |)|(log2
'

n
npermutatioGCNF

Tsgf Tsgfpt
n

≤+  for some polynomial ()p  and |)(|'
n

npermutatioGCNF
Tsgf Tsgfl

n
Θ=+ . 

Proof: 1. In order to prove the first part, let us recall two additional lemmas following [Raz, Tzameret, 2008]. 

Lemma 1: Let 1D  be 
[ ]

( )ixxx nni
=+++∨ −−∈ 1211,0

  and 2D  be 
[ ]

( )α+=+++∨
−∈

ixxx nni
211,0

. Then 

there exists an ( )linR  proof of 2D  from 1D  and α=nx  with n  steps. 

Lemma 2: Let 1D  be 
[ ]

( )ixxx nni
=+++∨ −−∈ 1211,0

  and 2D  be 
[ ]

( )ixxx nni
=+++∨

∈
21,0

. Then there 

exists an ( )linR  proof of 2D  from 1D  and ( ) ( )10 =∨= nn xx  with 22 +n  steps. 

Now we can consider complete marked n -vertices graph. For each vertex we have the following ( )linR  formula 

iiii n
xxx ε=+++

−121
 , where iε  is the value assigned to the given vertex and 

jix  

( )






 −

≤≤<≤
2

11,1 nninj  are variables assigned to the incident edges. 

Using Resolution rule to ( )linR  formulas 1−n  times (or, summarizing those formulas), we obtain   

1222
2

)1(21 =+++ −nnxxx 

 
(1) 

On the other hand, for all the variables, we have the following axioms, ( ) ( )10 =∨= ii xx , ( )




 −

∈
2

1,1 nni . 

By Lemma 2, there is an ( )linR  proof of 
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( ) ( ) 







=+++∨ −





 −

∈

ixxx nnnni 2
121

2
1,0



 
(2) 

from the axioms, and the number of proof steps is ( )
( )

4
1667222

2342
1

2

−−+−
=+∑

−

=

nnnni
nn

i
. Using 

Resolution rule ( ) 1
2

1
+

−nn  times, every time taking the next linear equation of (2) as 21 LL = , we obtain  

( ) ( ) 







=+++∨ −





 −

∈

ixxx nnnni
2222

2
121

2
1,0



 
(3) 

Now, let us consider (1) and (3). 

Using Resolution rule ( ) 1
2

1
+

−nn times and Simplification rule ( ) 1
2

1
+

−nn  times (by using Resolution rule, 

we take (1) as 1L  and the next linear equation of (3) as 2L ), we will cut-off all linear equations in (3) and obtain 

the empty clause ( )10 = . 

The number of proof steps is 

( ) ( ) ( )
4

81321
2

11
2

11
2

1
4

166721
234234 nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn −+−

=+
−

++
−

++
−

+
−−+−

+−

.Taking into consideration that ( ) 221 −−= n
n nnTsgf , we obtain |)|(log2

)(
n

linR
Tsgf Tsgfpt

n
≤ . 

The size of the proof of (1) is )( 3nO , the size of the proof of (2) is )( 8nO . The size of the proof of (3) is 

)( 6nO . And, the size of deducing of the empty clause is )( 6nO . So, the size of the proof of the initial formula is 

)( 8nO , hence, )|)|((log 8
2

)(
n

linR
Tsgf TsgfOl

n
= . 

1. In order to prove the point 2, let us at first demonstrate a proof of 4Tsgf  in 

+'GCNF permutation system. The axioms for this case are indicated as (4).  

 

3x  

0 

621 xxx   621 xxx   621 xxx   621 xxx  

431 xxx   431 xxx   431 xxx   431 xxx  

532 xxx   532 xxx   532 xxx   532 xxx  

654 xxx   654 xxx   654 xxx   654 xxx  

6x  
2x  

1x  

4x  

5x  

0 

0 

1 

(4) 
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(5) 

Using 133221 ,, xxxxxx →→→  Permutation rule to (5), we obtain 

133213321212 ,,,,, xxxxxxxxxxxx ∨∨∨∨∨∨
 

(6) 

Using 231231 ,, xxxxxx →→→  Permutation rule to (5), we obtain 

211321132323 ,,,,, xxxxxxxxxxxx ∨∨∨∨∨∨
 

(7) 

Applying Logical inference rule to (5), (6), (7) and respectively to axioms 66 , xx , 44 , xx , 55 , xx , we obtain first 

three lines of (4). The last line of (4) we can deduce as follows: 

 
For nTsgf  we denote by ( )it  the derivation steps of first 1−i  lines (as above) of the axioms corresponding to 

the complete graph with i  vertices. It is not difficult to see that ( ) 43 =t  and 

( ) ( ) ( ) )1(221 −+−+−= nnntnt , hence, ( ) ( ) 232
2

53 nnnnt ≤−
−

= . The last line of the axioms 

consists of such variables that do not exist in the 1−n -vertices complete graph, that is, those variables are 

assigned to the edges which are incident to the newly added vertex. Each clause consists of 1−n  literals and 

( )22 −n  steps are needed to deduce the last line. So, the number of proof steps is 

( ) ( ) ( ) 236
2

13222
2

53 nnnnnn
≤−

−
=−+−

− , then we obtain |)|(log2
'

n
npermutatioGCNF

Tsgf Tsgfpt
n

≤+ . 

There are at most ( ) 221 −− nn  literals in each step of the proof and the number of proof steps is at most 23n , 

44 , xx    55 , xx  

,54 xx ∨  ,54 xx ∨  5x           44 , xx  

,54 xx ∨  ,54 xx ∨  ,54 xx ∨  54 xx ∨           66 , xx  

 

Log 

,654 xxx ∨∨  ,654 xxx ∨∨  ,54 xx ∨  54 xx ∨      6x  

 ,654 xxx ∨∨  ,654 xxx ∨∨  ,654 xxx ∨∨  654 xxx ∨∨  

 

Log 

Log 

Log 

11, xx    33 , xx  

,31 xx ∨    31, xx  

,31 xx ∨ ,, 31 xx ,31 xx ∨ 31, xx           22 , xx  

 

Log 

Perm 

,31 xx ∨ ,31 xx ∨ ,21 xx ∨ ,32 xx ∨ ,, 31 xx 2x  

 ,31 xx ∨ ,31 xx ∨ ,21 xx ∨ ,32 xx ∨ ,21 xx ∨ 32 xx ∨  

 

Log 

Log 
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hence |)(|'
n

npermutatioGCNF
Tsgf TsgfOl

n
=+ . It is obvious that the lower bound is the same by order.  

Theorem 2: 









Ω=+

¬
n

n
npermutatioGCNF n

n
l

2log||
2

ψ

ψ . 

Proof. It is not difficult to see that CNF  of 
( )

i

n

n
n

ij

n

ijE
n x σ

σσ
ψ

1

12

1,,
&&

1 =

−

=∈
∨=¬



 has at least 12 −n

n  conjuncts such 

that neither these conjuncts nor any of their subset can be obtained from each other by Permutation rule (for 

121 ==== nσσσ   and for 021 ==== nσσσ  ), therefore 

nnnnnnpermutatioGCNF nnn

n
nnl 2log)12(21212' 2)12()12(2)1221(2 −−−+

¬ −>−=−+++> ψ . Taking into 

consideration that nnn
n )12(2 −=¬ψ , we obtain the statement of the Theorem.  

Now, let us recall some additional systems. 

1. +'GCNF renaming system is based on 'GCNF  with one more inference rule [Arai,1996]. 

Renaming: qp
qp

→
→Γ
Γ

)(
, where )( qp →Γ  is obtained by replacing every occurrence of p  by q  in Γ . 

2. +'GCNF restricted renaming system is based on 'GCNF  with one more inference 
rule [Arai, 1996]. 

Restricted renaming: qp
qp

⇒
⇒Γ
Γ

)(
, where )( qp ⇒Γ  is obtained by replacing every occurrence of p  

by a variable q  which does not appear in Γ . 

3. We also use the well-known notions of −F Frege, −SF Substitution Frege and −EF  
Extended Frege systems (see, for example, [Pudlak, 1998]). 

Theorem 3: 

1. F  has exponential speed-up over the +'GCNF permutation. 

2. F  −p simulates +'GCNF permutation. 

Proof of point 1 follows from Theorem 2 and main result of [Aleksanyan, Chubaryan, 2009] where it is proved that 

F  proofs of tautology mnTTM ,  are −l polynomially bounded. 

Proof of point 2 follows from some results of [Arai, 1996], [Arai, 2000] and [Cook, Reckhow, 1979], in particular 

a) +'GCNF renaming −− lp simulates +'GCNF restricted renaming (it is obvious). 
b) +'GCNF restricted renaming −− lp simulates +'GCNF permutation (see [Arai, 1996]). 
c) F  −− lp simulates +'GCNF renaming iff F  polynomially simulates EF  (see [Arai, 1996]). 
d) SF  and EF  are −− lp equivalent (see [Pudlak 1998]). 
e) F  and SF  are −− lp equivalent (see [Chubaryan, Nalbandyan, 2010]).  
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